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Climate Change - "The only tipping point to come
is the tipping point of public opinion against the
alarmist falsity of Climate Change Policy" says
climate scientist
"Obama's speech to the UN's Global Warming Summit on 22 Sept was a
shameful pack of alarmist falsity. The integrity of the
so-called science he espouses is as low as that preached by scientists under
the thumb of totalitarian regimes or certain tobacco companies in the past" said
Piers Corbyn of WeatherAction long range forecasters.
"But haven't we been here before? Remember the UN Security Council Feb
2003 hearing 'evidence' of Weapons of Mass Destruction to justify the Iraq war?

UN weapons inspector Hans Blix was unable to find any weapons of mass destruction
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-539350/From-WMD-Stop-The-War-The-disastrous-claimslaunched-Iraq-invasion-historic-stand-war.html

"The purpose of the Global Warming campaign of falsity here is clear - control
by the West of world development and energy supply - imposing unnecessary
technology to solve problems that don't exist and thereby imprison the
developing world into reliance on a new green bubble of false value created by
the West. It is rather like how GM crops can imprison poor farmers and
Microsoft imprisons us all in their lorry loads of software when a spoonful would
do. Its purpose in the West is as a Weapon of Mass Taxation - to back the new
bubble of false value.

"If they had evidence of their Global Warming claims surely world leaders would
show it to the world. Yet the UN still haven't replied to the letter from 'The gang
of 13' scientists in July 2008 asking for simple evidence of the UN claims on
Global Warming –
http://www.tech-know.eu/uploads/Letter_UN_Sec_Gen_Ban_Ki-moon.pdf .
"I suggest the UN appoint an Inspector of Global Warming to look for
evidence and report back but do it before the tragedies instead of too late which
was the case when Hans Blix finally reported back that there were no WMDs in
Iraq - after the Iraq war began and after Dr David Kelly died.
"It is incumbent on all who care about the integrity of science to fight for the truth
and perhaps the truth is slowly getting through. The only tipping point to come
in Climate Change is the tipping point of public opinion on Climate Change
Policy. We will discuss how to get to this, along with advances in the Solar
Weather Technique of long range weather and climate forecasting at our
Climate Fools Day conference in London on October 28th* "
* Further information and pre-discussion at WeatherAction Press
Conference Friday Sept 25th 12noon.
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